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	Where is Paperwoman?


Not found, error 404
The page you are looking for no longer exists. Perhaps you can return back to the homepage and see if you can find what you are looking for. Or, you can try finding it by using the search form below.







Newsletter

Sign up for our Newsletter.
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Our Location

			Make an appointment to visit our showroom:

166 Doyle Ave.,

Providence, RI

Tel: 401-454-1436

Postal/Zip code: 02906-1645
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What our Clients are Saying


			
		

Paper Connection always has the highest quality papers.
- Joan Son
I fell in love with the papers offered at Paper Connection and sometimes even designed the baskets around the available papers. I learned more about paper variety and function with each visit to Paper Connection. The vast knowledge of the staff and the wonderful stories Lauren would tell about the makers of the paper helped me to realize that the paper was almost sacred and that my designs had to live up to the value of the papers I purchased. 
- Arlene McGonagle
Paper Connection is stocked with fabulous papers from all over Asia, and the knowledgeable staff is most helpful. 
- Nancy Hoel
Paper Connection provided my first real education on Japanese papers. 
- Francis Schanberger
When Aiko’s closed, I received a mailing from Paper Connection.  They carried an Aiko’s paper which I used frequently.  I became interested in trying other papers carried by Paper Connection. I received very good suggestions on what might work well for my intaglio prints. 
Gampishi Sukiawase (M-0227) is my favorite paper.  It is an expensive paper, and when I first tried it, I thought it would be only the one time.  I was totally seduced by this paper, and have used it ever since.  It prints like no other. I hope to continue to try other Paper Connection papers…maybe the best one is yet to be found. 
- Larry Welo
I like these papers so much, (Kozo and Sakomoto) I teach with them now. Paper Connection carries paper that I cannot get anywhere else. 
- David Clark
Lauren Pearlman and the staff had great advice. 
- Barbara Green
This paper [Gampi] is fantastic. Translucent to the point of transparency when printed on, strong yet fragile, it worked beautifully with my imagery.
I feel like a novice in this area, (knowing difference in washi). However, I will say having someone as knowledgeable as Lauren with whom to speak, makes a huge difference in being able to find the right paper for whatever I’m working on.
- Christine Aaron
You can tell that the paper from PCI has been carefully sourced from the best places. 
- Esteban Martinez
The most educational aspect for me is of the contemporary position of traditional paper makers and artisans in Japan and in the world, and how important it is to support like-minded artisans if indeed we value what they produce. You can feel that labor of love in the paper itself, and I am not a touchy-feely-gaga-over-paper person. 
- Dan Wood
Until my introduction to PCI I had only used Western paper and my knowledge of Japanese paper was very limited. What my association with Lauren and PCI did for me was to expose me to a lot more possibilities regarding paper. 
- Chuck Lathrop
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